Bovine leukemia virus (BLV), a B-lymphotropic oncogenic retrovirus sharing common biological and structural features with the human T-cell leukemia virus I and II (HTLV-I and II), is the etiologic agent of enzootic bovine leucosis. One major feature of the BLV infection is the absence of viremia. It is widely accepted that BLV latency, due to the RNA polymerase II 5'-LTR-driven transcriptional and epigenetic repression is a viral strategy to escape from the host immune system and allow tumor development. Recently, it has been demonstrated by deep sequencing and bioinformatics analysis that the BLV genome encodes a cluster of micro-RNAs which is predicted to be transcribed by RNA polymerase III suggesting that the silencing dogma in BLV transcriptional regulation is only partially correct. Here, we demonstrated by chromatin immunoprecipitation assays that BLV miRNAs were indeed transcribed in vivo by RNA polymerase III through a type II RNAPIII promoter similar to the one directing tRNAs transcription. We also showed that an activating epigenetic environment surrounds the miRNAs cluster. Overall, our results provide new insights into a better understanding of the molecular mechanisms regulating gene expression of oncogenic retroviruses.
